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ABSTRACT The proposed solution is permanent long-term and continuous 
sequestration of enormous amounts of carbon as lignin underwater.  The complex, multi-
ring compound, lignin which is a major component of terrestrial plants including wood 
and bark, is normally decomposed by fungi in damp air but they are ineffective when 
oxygen is low, as in fully oxygenated water.  The only site large enough for mass 
sequestration of lignin that would decrease atmospheric CO2 is the deep ocean.  In this 
site lignin would eventually re-create coal beds thus cycling CO2 back to its source 
completing the cycle desired by most ecologists. In principle, any lignin-rich matter 
(bark, wood fragments) could make use of the long history of moving entire trees along 
rivers from distant forest sites to the lumber mill.  Water logging of bark needed to sink it 
varies with species.  Lignin-rich bark is currently almost a waste product is easier to 
move down rivers given the huge amounts of carbon involved.  Most commercial trees 
have thin bark but by emphasizing production of trees such as red pine that have thick 
bark C-sequestration would be greatly increased with rest of the tree used for houses or 
furniture.  Preliminary calculations indicate that sequestration of 25% of the current US 
commercial timber industry’s C-output could reduce the US CO2 emissions by 12%.  
Using bark from the world timber crop may allow setting a global temperature at any 
level.   Using trees with more bark would probably allow any large nation to set the 
global temperature probably leading to conflicts between cold and warm regions.  
Ecological disadvantages of the method in rivers and the ocean do not seem as bad as the 
effects predicted for global warming leaving a net benefit for the global biota 
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